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Abstract— Implementation of area and speed efficient design
of Floating Point Unit on Hybrid FPGA is gradually replacing
the conventional slower FPUs which have lower speed while
computing complex calculations includes Digital Signal
Processing. Existing FPGA devices are not optimized for
floating-point computations, and for this reason, floating-point
operators consume a significant amount of FPGA resources.
Implementation of area optimized FPU on a hybrid Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) with new feature
multiplication and addition. For multiplication Peasant
Multiplication algorithm, also known Ancient Egyptian
multiplication and proposed tree adder for addition purpose
which is designed with VHDL, synthesized using Xilinx ISE
9.2i Webpack, simulated using ModelSim simulator and then
implemented on Xilinx Virtex 2E FPGA.

Index Terms—Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs),
Floating Point Unit (FPU), Integrated Software Environment
(ISE), Digital Signal Processing (DSP), Configurable Logic
Block (CLB), Look up Table (LUT).

I. INTRODUCTION

the speed of multiplication and addition respectively, thereby
reducing the number of logic blocks used to design it.
A. FPGA Architecture For Floating Point
In general, FPGA-based floating-point application circuits
can be divided into control and data path portions. The data
path typically contains floating-point operators such as
adders, subtractors, and multipliers, and occasionally square
root and division operations. The datapath often occupies
most of the area in an implementation of the application.
Existing FPGA devices are not optimized for floating-point
computations, and for this reason, floating-point operators
consume a significant amount of FPGA resources. The
control circuit is usually much simpler than the data path,
and therefore, the area consumption is typically lower.
Control is usually implemented as a finite-state machine and
most FPGA synthesis tools can produce an efficient mapping
from the Boolean logic of the state machine into fine-grained
FPGA resources.
B. Hybrid FPGA

In modern Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs),
coarse-grained elements such as processors, memories and
DSPs are embedded into the fine-grained programmable
fabric. A hybrid FPGA consists of a combination of
coarse-grained and fine-grained reconfigurable elements. It
provides a high-throughput and cost effective platform for
designers to develop applications. Coarse-grained units are
more efficient than fine-grained programmable logic for
implementing specific word-level operations. However they
are less flexible, and only benefit applications that can make
use of them. Given this limitation, optimization of
coarse-grained elements becomes a critical issue. Modern
commercial FPGAs consist of commonly used
coarse-grained elements such as DSPs and memories.
Application which demands high performance floating point
computation can achieve better speed and density by
incorporating embedded floating point units (FPUs).
In this thesis work an optimized design of a 16 bit
Peasant multiplier and proposed Tree Adder through
efficient coding is done. The design uses ancient Egyptian
Multiplication Algorithm and Tree Adder so as to increase
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A hybrid FPGA consists of coarse-grained and
fine-grained components, which are connected by routing
tracks. Our fine grained fabric consists of an array of
identical configurable logic blocks (CLBs), each containing
N basic logic elements (BLEs). This architecture is similar to
the Xilinx Virtex II slice. [3]
Coarse-grained units are more efficient than fine-grained
programmable logic for implementing specific word-level
operations. For example, an application which demands high
performance floating point computation can achieve better
speed and density by incorporating embedded floating point
units (FPUs). Floating point adders/subtracters (FAs) and
floating point multipliers (FMs) contain several basic
functional elements such as barrel shifters, adders and
multipliers. Word blocks (WBs) are used for the bitwise
operation of the floating point number such as comparison,
shifting, latch and logical operation. [3]
We know that a hard core ASIC will gives us a better
throughput over the software based library routine if our
application is specific if our application is defined. A Hybrid
FPGA fabric consists of a combination of logic modules and a
unique combination of interconnect. In general, a
Hybrid-FPGA can be thought of as an application specific
FPGA where there is some degree of field programmability
and alterability. Regardless of the chosen implementation, a
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top view comparing a Hybrid-FPGA fabric with conventional
FPGA shows the main difference is the amount of switching
fabric required relative to the number of logic modules. [7]
Architecture optimizations show that although high density
FPUs are slower, they have the advantages of improved area,
area-delay product, and throughput. In short the main
problem is the flexibility, timing result and area consume.
II. BASIC IDEA OF IMPLEMENTATION
Proposing methodology to optimize coarse-grained
floating point units (FPUs) in a hybrid field-programmable
gate array (FPGA), where the FPU consists of a number of
interconnected floating point adders (FAs) and floating point
adders multipliers (FMs). The word blocks include registers
and lookup tables (LUTs) which can implement fixed point
operations efficiently. We propose to employ method based
on Peasant algorithm for an optimized FM, proposed Tree
adder for addition and study the area, speed and utilization
trade off over a set of floating point benchmark circuits. We
will then explore the system impact of FPU density and
flexibility in terms of area, speed, and routing resources.
Finally, we have planned to derive an optimized
coarse-grained FPU by considering both architectural and
system-level issues. This proposed methodology would be
used to evaluate a variety of FPU architecture optimizations.

Where, ―t1 t2 t3‖, ―t4 t5‖, ―t6‖ are binary variables arranged
in a tree form, Sx and Cx are Sum and Carry respectively.
B. Floating Point Multiplier
For Floating Point multiplier Peasant Multiplication also
known as ancient Egyptian multiplication method is
proposed for multiplying two numbers that does not require
the multiplication table, only the ability to multiply and
divide by 2, and to add is required.
It decomposes one of the multiplicands (generally the
larger) into a sum of powers of two and creates a table of
doublings of the second multiplicand. This method may be
called mediation and duplation, where mediation means
halving one number and duplation means doubling the other
number.
In base 2 operation, for each '1' bit in the multiplier, shift
the multiplicand an appropriate amount and then sum the
shifted values. Depending on computer processor
architecture and choice of multiplier, it may be faster to code
this algorithm using hardware bit shifts and adds rather than
depend on multiplication instructions, when the multiplier is
fixed and the number of add required is small.

III. RESULT
Simulation result of 16-bit FPU design is shown below:

A. Floating Point Adder
For Floating Point Addition we have used Tree Adder,
there are many cases where it is desired to add more than two
numbers together. The straightforward way of adding
together m numbers (all n bits wide) is to add the first two,
then add that sum to the next using cascading full adders.
In Peasant Algorithm it is observed that the numbers
which are being added comes in ascending order. So that the
number of bits also improves for these numbers we proposed
a new addition structure for fast addition and less number of
gate counts required, as shown below:

Figure2. 16-bit FPU Waveform

Comparative results are shown below:
Parameters

Base 1

Base 2

Base 3

Proposed

576

564

564

128

No. of 4 bit
LUT
IOBs

--

1099

1099

321

--

99

99

70

Power (mw)

--

151.31

--

333

Delay (ns)

2.95

--

--

10.642

Max
Frequency
(MHz)

338.98

50.180

50.180

93.967

No. of Slices

Figure1. Tree Adder Structure
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As shown in above table our proposed multiplier is better in
Area as number of slices required are less then base papers,
and our speed is also batter as our Maximum frequency is
Ankit Kumar Kusumakar received the
higher than base papers.
IV. CONCLUSION
Proposed work estimated the number of slices and 4 input
LUTs is decreased by using Peasant Multiplication
Algorithm and Addition Tree. I have come to a conclusion
that our design for Floating Point Unit in Hybrid FPGA in
which we are using Peasant Multiplier for multiplication
purpose and proposed Adder Tree requires lesser amount of
area (gates) & delay (ns) as compared to the reference base
papers. These two techniques are able to decrease the area up
to a great extent by increasing the Power.
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